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Satellite reentry predictions are used to determine the time and location of impacts of decaying
objects. These predictions are complicated by uncertainties in the initial state and environment mod-
els, and the complex evolution of the attitude. Typically, the aerodynamic and error propagation are
done in a simplistic fashion. Full six-degrees-of-freedom modeling and attitude control is proposed for
studying the historic reentry case of the Gravity field and steady-state Ocean Circulation Explorer
satellite. Improved error modeling and estimation of the initial state and atmospheric density are
introduced for both global positioning system and two-line elements states. A sensitivity analysis is
performed to identify the driving parameters for several models and epochs. The predictions are com-
pared against tracking and impact predictions, and predictions by the European Space Agency Space
Debris Office. The performed predictions are consistently closer to the true decay epoch for several
starting epochs, while providing narrower windows than other predictions with higher confidence.

Nomenclature

a = acceleration, m/s2

CD, CS , CL = aerodynamic drag, side, lift force coefficient
Dmax = Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic
d = dummy sensitivity parameter
dp = particle collision diameter, m
E = specific orbital energy, m2/s2

F = cumulative distribution function
FK = ballistic coefficient scaling factor
F̂ = sample cumulative distribution function
fC = aerodynamic bridging function
I = inertia tensor, kgm2

i = orbital inclination, rad
K = control gain matrix
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K = ballistic coefficient, m2/kg
Kn = Knudsen number, kgm2

k = number of uncertainty parameters
L = characteristic flowfield dimension, m
m = mass, kg
N = total number of samples
NS = number of search curve samples
N⊂ = sample size of subset
NR = number of sub-sampling repeats
n = mean motion, rad/s
P = specific work, J/(kg s)
p, q, r = roll, pitch, and yaw rates, rad/s
Q = state weighting matrix, various
R = control weighting matrix, 1/(Nm2)
r = position, m
Sref = reference area, m2

Si = first-order sensitivity index
STi = total-order sensitivity index
T = control torque, Nm
u = control vector, Nm
v = velocity, m/s
x0 = nominal state vector
xcom = location of the center of mass, m
αa = angle of attack, rad
βa = side-slip angle, rad
β? = TLE BSTAR drag term
ε = tolerance
θ̇ = Earth’s rotational rate, rad/s
λ = mean molecular free path length, m
µ = normal mean
µ? = log-normal mean
ρ = atmospheric density, kg/m3

σa = bank angle, rad
σ = normal standard deviation
σ? = log-normal standard deviation
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I. Introduction
Reentry predictions are important for determining the
impact locations and times of decaying objects. Frag-
ments often survive reentry and impact Earth, especially
in case of large spacecraft with high-temperature resis-
tant components. These predictions can be distinguished
by their forecasting period into long term to medium
term, short term, and break-up and survival predictions.
For each type the tools, underlying methods, and analy-
ses are distinct [1].

Short-term predictions range from several days to
hours before reentry, starting from around 200 until
80 km altitude, when break-up commonly occurs. Track-
ing and Impact Predictions (TIPs), publicly released by
the Joint Space Operations Center (JSpOC) 1, are the
most common type, but short-term predictions are regu-
larly performed by various actors [2–5]. Short-term pre-
dictions commonly report the expected decay epoch and
the associated uncertainty as a percentage of the remain-
ing orbital lifetime (for TIPs generally ±20% or more).
The uncertainty in remaining time can be used to com-
pute the potential footprint along the satellite ground-
track. Short-term reentry predictions are invaluable for
many activities, such as tracking, informing relevant au-
thorities, avoiding false detection by missile-warning sys-
tems, attributing liability resulting from impact, etc. [6]

Despite their importance, there is little research into
these types of predictions, despite many promising de-
velopments in related fields. Areas of potential improve-
ment are identified as spacecraft and aerodynamic model-
ing, statistical uncertainty propagation, and atmospheric
modeling. The former two areas are the main focus of
this paper and explained in more detail below. The in-
fluence of atmosphere modeling is highlighted in the pa-
per and uncertainty estimation techniques for the atmo-
spheric density are investigated. Improvements in ther-
mospheric density and wind modeling [7–10] and new and
better forecasting of space-weather proxies [11] can ben-
efit reentry predictions significantly, but are not further
treated.

Improving the spacecraft and aerodynamic modeling
can provide more accurate results, while reducing the
number of assumptions. Commonly, the object is mod-
elled as point-mass under the influence of aerodynamic
drag deceleration, neglecting lift and side-force contri-
butions [1]. Performing these predictions is far from
straight-forward. The drag coefficient should account for
changes in the flight environment [12, 13], which is ei-
ther not included [2, 4] or through simplified analytic
relations [3]. Likewise, changes in attitude orientation
and motion should be accounted for, but it is difficult

1 https://www.space-track.org/#/decay, retrieved: August 8,
2017

to predict all possible modes. This especially holds for
slender bodies, where stable and tumbling modes create
a myriad of different drag (and lift) scenarios. Finally, it
is important to account for the relative likelihood of the
possible modes to fully assess the final probability distri-
bution.

All these effects can be accurately modelled in full
six-degrees-of-freedom (6DOF) simulations, improving
the fidelity of the simulations, while reducing the number
of assumptions on the evolution of the satellite’s attitude.
6DOF simulations are already employed in spacecraft-
oriented break-up and survival analysis, such as Space-
craft Atmospheric Reentry and Aerothermal Breakup
(SCARAB) by the European Space Agency (ESA) [14],
and dispersion analysis of planetary entry vehicles [15].
Statistical 6DOF reentry simulations have been previ-
ously applied to reentry predictions of Delta-K rocket
bodies [16]. Compared to point-mass predictions, the
6DOF simulations are more computationally expensive
and require the object’s shape, mass, and inertia proper-
ties to be known in greater detail.

The modeling and quantification of the uncertainties
present in the state and models, and subsequent prop-
agation of these uncertainties, can further improve the
accuracy of predictions. Many methods assume a static
symmetric uncertainty of ±20% on the predicted decay
epoch [3, 17]. Little research has been performed into the
validity of these assumptions for a statistically significant
number of objects over a long period. One study found
that the true empirical confidence of the TIP window was
dependent on the time to decay (TTD) and varied from
93% to 98% for 180 objects between 1987 and 1990 [6]. A
study of reentry campaigns for 15 objects found that 5%
of the predictions fell outside the ±20% window used by
ESA [3]. The true dispersion boundaries and asymmetry
are most sensitive to the atmospheric density and the ini-
tial rotational state [16], which can vary significantly per
reentry. Statistical methods, such as Monte-Carlo (MC)
propagation, transform the initial uncertainty under the
influence of stochastic models to obtain a final desired
distribution, providing more accurate intervals and in-
sight into the shape of the distribution [16, 17]. The
drawback is that performing these statistical predictions
is considerably more computationally expensive. Several
promising techniques offer more efficient error propaga-
tion [18–20] and sampling strategies [21], but are not fur-
ther investigated at this stage.

This paper aims to investigate the effect of uncer-
tainties in short-term reentry predictions by studying
the past reentry of ESA’s Gravity field and steady-state
Ocean Circulation Explorer (GOCE) satellite using sta-
tistical error propagation and improved spacecraft and
uncertainty modeling. GOCE was a geodynamics and
geodetic mission launched on 17 March, 2009 and re-

https://www.space-track.org/#/decay
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entered on 11 November, 2013 2. The attitude of GOCE
was controlled with magnetorquers. However, the reentry
of GOCE is not considered a controlled de-orbit, which
involves targeting low-risk impact zones. GOCE’s reen-
try took significantly longer than initially predicted, due
to its aerodynamic shape and controlled attitude, and
much lower atmospheric densities than predicted. The
reentry was previously studied by the ESA/ESOC Space
Debris Office (SDO) [22] and Japan Aerospace Explo-
ration Agency (JAXA) [5]. Furthermore, the reentry of
GOCE is particularly interesting, because of the avail-
ability of many different measurements, such as TLEs,
additional tracking by JSpOC, dedicated radar trackings,
GPS solutions, and accurate solutions for the attitude.
All these data allow for benchmarking the models and
approaches.

For the reentry of GOCE, SDO implemented a num-
ber of improvements to their prediction method, includ-
ing an asymmetric uncertainty window and by account-
ing for the transition from controlled to uncontrolled at-
titude motion. The latter was simulated by changing the
drag coefficient after the attitude controller was assumed
to be saturated, effectively using two values of the drag
coefficient. For controlled and stable motion the drag
coefficient was estimated from GPS and ground station
tracking data, while the drag coefficient for uncontrolled
motion was obtained as the mean value from 6DOF sim-
ulations using SCARAB [22]. The latter drag coefficient
was held constant. It is not clear whether the systematic
errors in the atmospheric density at the time of reentry
and the dependency on the flight regime were properly
accounted for. The atmosphere models are generally not
unbiased for the lower regions [23, 24] and especially not
during the period of GOCE’s reentry.

This paper proposes statistical reentry predictions of
GOCE using an improved version of the 6DOF reentry
simulator as described in [16]. The simulator is extended
by modeling the attitude controller. Further improve-
ments are made to uncertainty models and estimation
techniques for the initial translational state and atmo-
spheric density. Initial conditions (both state and un-
certainty parameters) are derived from both Global Po-
sitioning System (GPS) and Two-Line Elements (TLEs).
A sensitivity analysis is performed to identify the driving
uncertainty parameters and their time dependency. Fi-
nally, the predictions are benchmarked against TIPs and
SDO predictions.

The paper is structured as follows. First, the tra-
jectory simulator, including propagation, spacecraft, and
environment models, is detailed in Sec. II. The error
propagation and the process of uncertainty modeling and

2 http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Observing_the_Earth/
GOCE/Facts_and_figures, retrieved: August 8, 2017

estimation for both GPS-derived and TLE-derived states
is presented in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, the results of several
reentry prediction cases and sensitivity analysis are pre-
sented and discussed. Lastly, the conclusions are given
in Sec. V.

II. Spacecraft Propagation and Modeling
The explanation of the complete reentry prediction

simulator is split up into the (deterministic) propagation
of a single trajectory (this section), and the modeling,
estimation, and propagation of errors (Sec. III).

A. Equations of Motion
The reentry simulator consists of a 6DOF trajectory

propagator. The translational and rotational state are
propagated using a numerical integrator. The complete
state is represented by 13 state variables: the position
and velocity in inertial Cartesian coordinates, the at-
titude quaternion, and the rotational rate in the body
frame.

The equations of motion are integrated using a
Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg 4(5) variable step-size integrator.
The tolerance is set to εrel = εabs = 1× 10−8. The step-
size is allowed to vary between a minimum and maxi-
mum value of 1× 10−4 and 1× 103 s, respectively. The
EGM2008 gravity field model is used up to order and
degree 5 3. These settings were determined to provide a
good trade-off between accuracy and computational effi-
ciency. Finally, the aerodynamic accelerations are mod-
elled using:

aA = −1

2

 CD

CS

CL

 Sref

m
ρv2A (1)

where CD, CS and CL are the aerodynamic force coeffi-
cients, which will be defined in Sec. II.C. Sref is the ref-
erence area of the satellite, normalized as a unit area of
1m2 in both the generation of the coefficients and Eq. (1).
The spacecraft mass m is given in Sec. II.B. Lastly, vA
is the velocity with respect to the atmosphere and ρ the
atmospheric density, modelled using the NRLMSISE-00
model [24].

B. Spacecraft Model
GOCE is modelled as a combination of 44 flat pan-

els, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The mass, center of mass,
and inertia properties of GOCE are provided by ESA for
the entire mission duration 4.These properties remained

3 http://earth-info.nga.mil/GandG/wgs84/gravitymod/
egm2008/egm08_wgs84.html, retrieved: August 8, 2017.

4 https://earth.esa.int/web/guest/-/
goce-mass-property-file-8276, retrieved: August 8, 2017.

http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Observing_the_Earth/GOCE/Facts_and_figures
http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Observing_the_Earth/GOCE/Facts_and_figures
http://earth-info.nga.mil/GandG/wgs84/gravitymod/egm2008/egm08_wgs84.html
http://earth-info.nga.mil/GandG/wgs84/gravitymod/egm2008/egm08_wgs84.html
https://earth.esa.int/web/guest/-/goce-mass-property-file-8276
https://earth.esa.int/web/guest/-/goce-mass-property-file-8276
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the 44-panel GOCE aerodynamic
model, which includes the origin and principal axes
of the satellite physical coordinate frame (SPCF).

Table 1 GOCE satellite properties as of October 28,
2013.
Symbol Value Unit
xcom [2.536, 0.004, 0.001] m
m 1002.152 kg

I

 173.0 20.2 −1.7
20.2 2750.5 −1.1
−1.7 −1.1 2723.2

 kgm2

constant after October 28, 2013, and are used for the
simulation. The position of the center of mass xcom, the
mass m, and the inertia tensor I in the satellite physical
coordinate frame (SPCF) are shown in Table 1.

C. Aerodynamic Model
Throughout the decay and reentry the aerodynamic

forces and moments need to be accurately modelled. To
this end an aerodynamic database is constructed that
relates aerodynamic force and moment coefficients to the
spacecraft attitude (in terms of angle of attack αa and
side-slip angle βa) and the Mach number, M .

However, as the spacecraft re-enters Earth’s atmo-
sphere, the atmospheric properties (reflected by the
Knudsen number), and therefore the aerodynamic be-
havior, change substantially. In space (> 100 km) the at-
mospheric density is low and interaction between the gas
molecules is rare, while at lower altitudes inter-molecular
collisions start playing an important role. Different aero-
dynamic theories are thus required to model the aero-
dynamics. To accommodate this, three separate flow
regimes are considered. The transitional regime provides
a bridging between the free-molecular and continuum
regimes.

These three regimes are distinguished by the Knud-
sen number:

Table 2 Summary of aerodynamic regimes and flow
theories.
Regime Knudsen Theory
Free molecular Kn ≥ 10 Diffuse reflection
Transitional 0.001 ≤ Kn < 10 Bridged
Continuum Kn < 0.001 Mod. Newtonian

Kn = λ
L =

mp√
2πd2

pρL
= M

NA

√
2πd2

pρL
(2)

Kn ≈ M̄
NA

√
2πd̄2

pρL
(3)

where λ is the mean molecular free path length and L the
characteristic flowfield dimension. λ can be expressed as
a function of the density, ρ, particle collision diameter,
dp, and particle mass, mp. In turn, mp can be expressed
as the ratio of the molar mass M and Avogradro’s num-
ber, NA. The formula is simplified by assuming the mean
values M̄ = 28.9 kg kmol−1 and d̄p = 367 pm [16].

The aerodynamic coefficients can then be generated
and used depending on the regime. This approach is
summarized in Table 2. For the free-molecular flow, a
diffuse reflection model is used to describe the molecule-
surface interaction [25]. The continuum flow is modelled
using the modified-Newtonian theory, a local-inclination
method suitable for hypersonic aerodynamics [16, 26].
A routine is implemented to derive coefficients for both
free-molecular and continuum regimes. A coefficients
database for the free-molecular flow was previously de-
rived for GOCE and used to verify the implementa-
tion [27]. Note that shadowing is not taken into account,
as its effects are considered negligible for the GOCE panel
model. A selection of the coefficients is shown in Fig. 2.

The drag and lift force, and pitch-moment coeffi-
cients (Figs. 2a-b, c-d, and e-f, respectively) are shown
as a function of the angles of attack and sideslip
(Figs. 2a, c, e, and b, d, f, respectively). FMV indicates
the free-molecular solution obtained from an external
source. The figure highlights the differences between the
free-molecular and continuum-flow regimes. It can be
seen that the drag coefficient is almost half for the con-
tinuum flow regime, while the lift coefficient is substan-
tially higher. The two free-molecular solutions (FM and
FMV in the figure) show good agreement, demonstrating
correct implementation of the coefficient database gener-
ator.

The intermediate transitional regime is modelled us-
ing a bridging function between the coefficients of the
other regimes. Any force or moment coefficient CX can
be found using the following relation [28]:

CX = fC(Kn)(CXFM
− CXcont

) + CXcont
(4)

fC(Kn) = sin2
(
π
3 + log10 Kn

8

)
(5)
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Fig. 2 Selection of aerodynamic force and moment coefficient for GOCE for the free-molecular (FM) regime
and continuum (Cont) regime.

where fC(Kn) is the bridging function, and has a value
of 0 at Kn = 0.001, 1 at Kn = 10, and in between zero
and one for Kn ∈ (0.001, 10).

This particular bridging function is often referred
to as the “Shuttle” bridging function and was deduced
from Space Shuttle data [28]. A “universal” bridging
function does not exist and differs per object. The sine-
squared form of Eq. (5) is a common choice, as it pro-
vides a smooth transition between the free-molecular and
continuum-flow regimes. Moreover, it is preferred over
the erf-log form, which approaches the bridging coeffi-
cients of zero and one asymptotically, making the sine-
squared form more computationally efficient. The func-
tion is typically tuned by its two parameters, in this case
a1 = 3/8 and a2 = 1/8, which are typical values found
for the Shuttle, but also in line with other (blunt) bod-
ies [29].

Figure 3 shows the value of the bridging function
throughout a typical reentry for GOCE. It can be seen
that between 160 and 80 km the spacecraft is in the tran-
sitional regime. The altitude is not strictly decreasing,
due to the oblate surface model. The decay epoch is
achieved at 80 km, so the trajectory is not simulated into
the continuum regime. Nevertheless, the continuum co-
efficients are important for the transitional regime.

Fig. 3 Example of the bridging function value for a
typical reentry trajectory of GOCE.

D. Controller

GOCE was equipped with magnetorquers to stabi-
lize its attitude. These torquers continued to function
throughout the reentry. For a slender body like GOCE,
a stable attitude has significant impact on the reentry
predictions.
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In Fig. 2 it can be seen that the drag coefficient for
αa = βa = 0◦ is 3.15, compared to CD = 13.24 for αa =
90◦. For a constantly tumbling motion around the pitch
axis the effective mean drag coefficient would be 9.41,
almost three times higher than in a stable configuration.
Not accounting for the controlled attitude would result in
predictions that significantly underestimate the reentry
epoch.

The maximum step size of the integrator needs to
be limited to the control frequency to ensure proper re-
sponse. The total number of integration steps is therefore
increased, causing additional round-off errors and compu-
tational cost. Nevertheless, a control frequency of 10Hz
is chosen. The frequency was empirically found to pro-
vide a reasonable trade-off between control stability and
computational cost.

A simple linear-quadratic regulator is implemented
to simulate the torque control of GOCE. The input to the
controller is the deviation from the nominal rotational
state ∆x:

∆x = [∆p, ∆q, ∆r, ∆αa, ∆βa, ∆σa]
ᵀ (6)

representing full-state feedback. Note that the attitude
is represented here by the aerodynamic angles αa, βa,
and σa. For propagation, however, quaternions are used
instead.

The nominal state at epoch is assumed as follows:

x0 = [0, −n, 0, 0, 0, 0] (7)

where the only non-zero value is the pitch rate with re-
spect to the inertial frame, assumed to be equal to the
mean motion, n. The control outputs are torques around
the body-frame axes. The control response u is defined
as a function of the deviation multiplied by the control
gains:

∆u = [Tx, Ty, Tz] = −K∆x (8)

where K is the control gain matrix, which needs to be
determined.

The sensitivity of the controller is determined by in-
put and output weighting matrices Q and R, respec-
tively. Only the diagonals of the matrices are non-zero,
the values are derived from maximum values observed
during normal operational modes for GOCE and drag-
free mode specifications are given in Table 3 [30].

Linearized equations of motion are used, and longi-
tudinal and lateral control are decoupled [31]. The con-
trol gain matrix K is obtained by numerically solving the
matrix Riccati equation along a nominal 3DOF reentry
trajectory.

The optimal gains remain nearly constant through-
out the trajectory. Only for lower altitudes (< 60 km)

Table 3 Diagonal elements of the controller input and
output weighting matrices Q and R.

Elements Value Unit
[q11, q22, q33] [0.2−2, 0.03−2, 0.02−2] nrad−2 s2

[q44, q55, q66] [0.15−2, 0.06−2, 0.15−2] rad−2

[r11, r22, r33] [20−2, 40−2, 20−2] nN−2 m−2

there is some variation in the optimal gains. As the reen-
try simulations are stopped at 80 km, the gains are as-
sumed to stay constant throughout the trajectory. Table
4 lists the control gains obtained.

III. Error Modeling, Estimation, and Propagation
Error propagation is central to performing statistical

reentry predictions. Error propagation, much like regular
propagation, solves an initial-value problem, represented
by the non-linear transformation of an initial uncertainty
under the influence of a stochastic environment over time.

There are different error sources. A distinction can
be made between state and model uncertainties. The ini-
tial state is uncertain due to uncertainties in the original
observations, the imperfect models that relate observa-
tions to state variables, and approximations made in the
orbit determination process. The environment and accel-
eration models are inherently deficient, and are further
affected by errors in model inputs. For reentry predic-
tions the uncertainty in atmospheric density outweighs
all other model contributions [32]. It is therefore the
only model uncertainty considered.

A. Error Propagation
The final decay-time distribution is the uncertainty

of main interest. The initial uncertainty is propagated to
obtain a final uncertainty using MC. The uncertainties
are modelled as a deviation on top of the nominal state
and sampled using a pseudo random-number generator
(PRNG). The final probability density function (PDF)
is estimated using kernel-density estimation to obtain a
non-parametric solution of the decay-time distribution.

The convergence of the final distribution is investi-
gated. A simulation with 10 000 samples is performed
starting at 48 hours prior to the reentry. Six differ-
ent sub-sample sizes N⊂ are defined as test cases, where
N⊂ =100, 200, 400, 1000, 2000, 4000 samples. For each
value of Ns a random sub-sampling of the total num-
ber is done to obtain an estimate of the final PDF using
kernel-density estimation (KDE). Depending on the sub-
sample size N⊂, the sub-sampling is repeated Nr times:
Nr =3200, 1600, 800, 320, 160, 96, respectively. These
values were empirically derived and found to provide a
sufficient convergence on the test statistic.

To investigate the convergence of the simulation
as a function of the number of samples, a two-sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test has been performed. The
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Table 4 Gains for the LQR controller.

Axis p q r αa βa σa

x 1.00× 101 0 0 0 3.92× 10−3 -1.60× 10−2

y 0 1.33× 102 0 2.67× 10−2 0 0
z 0 0 1.00× 102 0 −3.17× 10−1 3.92× 10−2

Fig. 4 Range of Kolmogorov-Smirnov test values for
MC sample size.

KS test is a non-parametric statistical test to assess
whether two sample sets are of the same continuous dis-
tribution, by comparing the cumulative distribution func-
tion (CDF) of each set. The KS test statistic is computed
as the maximum absolute difference between the CDFs:

Dmax = max
x

(|F̂ (x)− F (x)|) (9)

where Dmax is the test statistic, and F̂ and F present
the CDF of the sub-sample and full set, respectively.

The KS test statistic Dmax is a measure of how well
a subset approaches the full set. For each sub-sampling
a different F̂ is obtained. Therefore, for each sub-sample
size N⊂ the test can be performed Nr times, providing
an estimate of the Dmax value. Figure 4 shows boxplots
of Dmax as a function of N⊂. As expected, the variabil-
ity and mean go down with increasing number of sam-
ples. These values asymptotically approach zero, as the
number of samples goes to infinity. The trend suggests
that an exponentially increasing number of samples is
required for a linear increase in accuracy.

A 5% error in the CDF would result in a maximum
error of 45 minutes or 1.7% of TTD near the median.
Such an error is considered acceptable. N⊂ = 1000 ex-
ceeds the maximum error exactly once (Dmax = 5.5% in
all 320 comparisons). The median error for 1000 samples
is merely 2.6% (or 24 minutes in median shift, less than
0.9% of TTD).

Table 5 Initial standard deviation of errors of GPS-
derived state.
σrR σrS σrW σvR σvS σvW

cm cm cm mms−1 mms−1 mms−1

1.03 12.7 1.31 0.15 0.009 0.016

Table 6 Correlation matrix for initial state obtained
through POD from GPS.

Component rR rS rW vR vS vW
rR 1.00 0.80 -0.03 -0.80 -0.93 -0.06
rS 0.80 1.00 -0.00 -1.00 -0.54 -0.05
rW -0.03 -0.00 1.00 0.00 0.04 0.02
vR -0.80 -1.00 0.00 1.00 0.55 0.05
vS -0.93 -0.54 0.04 0.55 1.00 0.06
vW -0.06 -0.05 0.02 0.05 0.06 1.00

B. Uncertainty in the Translational State
The translational uncertainty is modelled as a six-

dimensional multi-variate normal (MVN) distribution,
expressed in the orbital frame as the radial, along-track,
and cross-track position and velocity. The orbital frame
is a local frame, in which the errors behave quasi-normal.
Standard deviations and means are considered for each
dimension, as well as correlations between parameters.
The MVN is defined by the mean vector and covariance
matrix. These values and how they are estimated is dif-
ferent for GPS-derived and TLE-derived initial states and
treated separately next.

1. GPS-Derived Initial Uncertainty

For the GPS-derived state, an estimate of the uncer-
tainty is obtained from the orbit determination residuals.
The orbit determination was performed in Ref. [33]. The
corresponding residuals of November 9, 2013 were taken
to obtain the standard deviations and correlations as re-
ported in Tables 5 and 6, respectively.

2. TLE-Derived Initial Uncertainty

The process of estimating uncertainty from TLEs is
different. For TLEs, observations or residual information
is not publicly available. Fortunately, there are several
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Fig. 5 Overview of TLEs as a function of longitude
and latitude (a) and frequency of TLEs per day (b),
where the portion of cTLEs are outlined.

methods to estimate this uncertainty [34]. Methods that
rely on external data (e.g., raw observations or GPS/SLR
solutions) are not considered, as these data are not avail-
able for many objects.

For this study a newly developed robust weighted dif-
ferencing (WD) method is used [35]. It differs from tradi-
tional differencing methods in that the TLE at epoch
is not considered as truth. Instead, a weighted truth
is estimated using multiple TLEs. The method is also
robust, removing the need for outlier removal and fil-
ter tuning. Moreover, the method only requires TLEs
and Simplified General Perturbations (SGP4) model for
propagation, so it is generally applicable to any object in
the satellite catalog (SATCAT).

Figure 5a gives an overview of the TLEs as a function
of latitude and longitude at the TLE epoch for a period
of 42 days prior to reentry [35]. The color of each marker
corresponds to the bars in Fig. 5b.

The bar plot in Fig. 5b shows the number of TLEs
for each day. Bars that are (partly) outlined indicate
the portion of TLEs associated with the ascending node
(latitude ∼ 0◦).

The period after October 21, 2013 is considered as
the reentry period. It has almost twice the number of
TLEs (101 versus 52) and an equal mix of TLEs asso-
ciated with a latitude of ≈ 0◦ and ≈ 90◦ (50 versus 51,
respectively). The additional TLEs are assumed to re-
sult from additional tracking by JSpOC. It is shown that
these are, in fact, classic TLEs and enhanced TLEs, re-
spectively, which exhibit significantly different error char-
acteristics [35]. Therefore, they will be treated sepa-
rately.

Table 7 shows the standard deviation of the error at
the TLE epoch as obtained by the WD method. Com-
paring the two TLE types, it can be seen that the uncer-
tainty in eTLEs is roughly half that of cTLEs.

Table 7 Initial standard deviation of errors at TLE
epoch, derived using weighted differencing [35].

Types σrR σrS σrW σvR σvS σvW

km km km ms−1 ms−1 ms−1

eTLE 0.089 2.4 0.033 2.9 0.11 0.018
cTLE 0.46 6.2 0.14 7.6 0.46 0.13

Table 8 Bounds on uniform rotational uncer-
tainty [30].

Type Unit Roll Pitch Yaw
Attitude rad ±0.15 ±0.06 ±0.15
Rates mrad s−1 ±0.20 ±0.03 ±0.20

C. Uncertainty in the Rotational State
The uncertainty in the rotational state is not esti-

mated separately for GPS and TLEs. Rather, the rota-
tional state is assumed to be distributed uniformly within
the maximum values for the drag-free mode and given in
Table 8 [30].

As the angles are very small it is acceptable to sample
uniformly directly within the reported bounds. However,
for larger bounds direct uniform sampling of the angles
becomes invalid. As sampling in spherical coordinates
causes roughly an equal number of samples per elevation,
the samples will tend to get more concentrated towards
the poles. In such a case the samples should be drawn
uniformly over a sphere, as described in Ref. [16].

D. Uncertainty in the Atmospheric Density
The atmospheric density is modelled using the

NRLMSISE-00 model. The atmospheric density has a
log-normal uncertainty. The mean and variance depend
on the altitude and space-weather conditions. The un-
certainty for the 120−200 km altitude range was derived
in Ref. [16] and found to be µ? = 0.98 and σ? = 1.13.
The uncertainty for the 200 − 400 km altitude range is
µ? = 0.93 and σ? = 1.17 [24].

Note that the mean here is an average mean and can
vary significantly depending on space-weather conditions.
In Ref. [23] several atmospheric models are compared for
altitudes ranging from 150-240 km. It is found that the
mean is typically given within ±10% and a standard de-
viation around 15%.

To sample the uncertainty in the atmospheric den-
sity, the values of µ? and σ? need to be determined. As
with the initial translational state uncertainty, there are
several ways of determining these values. In Ref. [16],
values from literature were used. However, these values
are conservative, as they are derived for many different
objects and conditions simultaneously. Determining the
true parameters on a per-object, or per-reentry basis, will
provide more narrow and tailored uncertainty distribu-
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Fig. 6 Estimated mean density error µ? for GPS-based
density estimates.

tions. For this, object-specific data are required.
The mean density error µ? is estimated for each start-

ing epoch and each input set separately. The atmospheric
bias is sampled at the start of the simulation and remains
fixed throughout a single simulation. The atmospheric
uncertainty σ? is assumed to be 1.082 for GPS and de-
rived from analysing the GPS-derived accelerations in the
next section. Due to the limited temporal resolution of
TLE-derived density ratios (see Sec. III.D.2), σ? is as-
sumed to be 1.13, in accordance with the uncertainty
found for several test-objects [16].

1. GPS-Derived Density Estimates

To estimate the atmospheric density uncertainty pa-
rameters, GPS-derived non-gravitational accelerations
are used, as obtained in Ref. [33]. These accelerations
are assumed to primarily consist of the aerodynamic con-
tribution. Modelled aerodynamic accelerations are com-
puted using attitude solutions, the NRLMSISE-00 at-
mospheric model, and the aerodynamic database. The
differences between the modelled and observed accelera-
tions are explained by (i) random errors in the density
modeling, (ii) systematic errors in density models, and
(iii) systematic errors in the aerodynamic models. The
contributions of (ii) and (iii) are coupled through Eq. (1)
and estimated jointly as the mean density error µ?. The
contribution of (i) is estimated as σ?.

Figure 6 shows the 10-minute averaged density ra-
tios. The estimate of σ? is obtained by subtracting the
10-minute averaged signal from the 10Hz signal. The
value for the entire analysis period is used and estimated
to be 1.082, as mentioned earlier. It is assumed that it is
representative for the reentry period as well.

For the estimates of µ? the average over one orbital
revolution was taken at several epochs prior to reentry:
168, 96, 72, 48, 24, 12, 6, 3, and 2 hours. These values are

indicated in Fig. 6. The method allows for very accurate
predictions of the atmospheric uncertainty.

2. TLE-Derived Density Estimates

The drawback of the GPS-derived density estimates
is that it relies on accurate and frequent GPS solutions.
GPS data are generally not available or existent for most
objects in the SATCAT.

For TLE states the ratio of the observed and mod-
elled ballistic coefficients is derived instead, which is simi-
lar to the ratio of observed and modelled aerodynamic ac-
celerations, and can be used to estimate the mean density
error µ?. The density variability σ?, however, cannot be
estimated using this method, due to the low frequency of
the TLEs (in the order of two per day). This value needs
to be taken from literature instead. Moreover, the mean
density-error obtained using TLEs is considered less ac-
curate, as it presents the average over a longer period.

The ballistic coefficient is already reported as β? as
part of the TLEs. During orbit determination, the esti-
mate of β? includes the difference between the true and
predicted atmospheric density by the simple exponential
density model of SGP4, as well as other modeling de-
ficiencies. Estimates of β? often have large spikes and
negative values, and are therefore not used in this study.

Instead the ballistic coefficient is obtained through
retrofitting. A history of the semi-major axis is used
to determine the rate of change of the orbital energy.
The energy and semi-major axis are related through the
following equation for an unperturbed two-body problem:

E =
v2

2
− µ

r
= − µ

2a
(10)

where E is the energy per unit mass. The work done by
the atmosphere can be approximated by:

PA = v · aA = −1

2
Kρn3r3

(
1− 2

θ̇

n
cos i

)
(11)

where K is the ballistic coefficient, P is the work, a the
acceleration, θ̇ the Earth’s rotational rate, i the inclina-
tion, and n the mean motion.

The energy at each state is computed and numeri-
cally differentiated to compute the rate-of-change of the
energy, Ė . By assuming that the atmospheric drag domi-
nates other non-conservative perturbations, Eq. (11) can
be equated to Ė , from which an estimate of K can be ob-
tained.

Figure 7 shows the result of the ballistic coefficient
retrofitting for both TLE types (solid lines), as well as
the ballistic coefficients reported by the TLEs (dashed
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Fig. 7 Ballistic coefficients for both TLE types as esti-
mated using retrofitting and as reported in the TLEs.

lines). The β? from the TLEs was related to the ballistic
coefficient K using the following formula 5:

β? =
ρ0K

2
(12)

Discrepancies between ballistic coefficients obtained
using retrofitting and those reported by the TLEs orig-
inate from errors absorbed by β? during the orbit de-
termination, and differences between NRLMSISE-00 and
the atmospheric model of SGP4. Overall, eTLE solu-
tions appear to be much more consistent and stable. For
cTLEs, a similar trend (with a clear bias) between cβ?

and cRF can be observed until November 5, 2013. For
the remaining period this difference diverges, due to in-
creasing differences between the two atmosphere models.
For the same (final) period the retrofit is seen to fluc-
tuate greatly, due to increasing variations in TLE accu-
racy. The mean, however, remains stable. Especially for
cTLEs, it is recommended to use smoothing to obtain a
better estimate of the ballistic coefficient at the cost of
further reducing the temporal resolution.

The modelled ballistic coefficients are obtained from
the aerodynamic model for the same period, and evalu-
ated at the TLE epochs. A constant attitude αa = βa =
0◦ is assumed, while the speed ratio is derived from the
TLE states. The ratio of the retrofit and modelled bal-
listic coefficients is used to estimate µ?. The value has to
be obtained by smoothing the results over several TLEs,
resulting in µ? = 0.810 for the entire reentry period un-
der consideration.

IV. Results
First, the effect of the controller and atmospheric

modeling is investigated in Sec. IV.A. Second, the dif-
ferences between the GPS-based and TLE-based reentry
predictions are explored in Sec. IV.B. Third, the statisti-
cal uncertainty propagation is compared against simpli-
fied uncertainty propagation methods in Sec. IV.C. For

5 http://celestrak.com/columns/v04n03/, FAQs: Two-line Ele-
ment Set Format, retrieved: August 8, 2017.

Table 9 Overview of simulation cases for different
modeling scenarios.

Case DOF Attitude
control

µ? σ?

A 6 Yes 0.816 1.13
B 3 Ideal 0.816 1.13
C 6 No 0.816 1.13
D 6 Yes 0.980 1.13
E 6 Yes 0.816 1.06

Fig. 8 Decay-time distributions for different modeling
scenarios, compared to the true reentry epoch.

these first three studies, GPS-based predictions starting
at 48 hours prior to reentry are used as a baseline with
1000 samples. Fourth, the sensitivity of the predictions to
the uncertainty parameters for various models and start-
ing epoch is investigated in Sec. IV.D. Fifth, GPS-based
predictions are made at several epochs prior to the true
decay epoch. These predictions are compared with the
multiple historical TIP messages and SDO predictions in
Sec. IV.E.

A. Controller and Atmospheric Modeling
To investigate the effect that the modeling has on the

simulation results several cases are ran and compared.
These cases focus on the comparison of modelled, ideal,
and no control (Cases A-C), and the effect of the atmo-
spheric uncertainty (Case A and D-E). Table 9 gives an
overview of the different settings for each case.

Note that Case A presents the baseline, with all mod-
els implemented, and translational and rotational mo-
tion simulated. The logarithmic standard deviation of
atmospheric uncertainty σ? as reported in literature is
used, to highlight the proportionality of this uncertainty
in general, compared to other error sources.

The results are shown in Fig. 8. The decay-time
distributions are shown as the probability density as a
function of the simulation time. Note that the simulation
start epoch was exactly 48 hours before the decay epoch.

Case A overestimates the true decay time, having a
mean of 53 hours (10% more). The width of the distribu-

http://celestrak.com/columns/v04n03/
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tion is rather large, i.e., 40 hours (3σ bounds), covering
over 26 orbits.

Case B presents several simplifications: only trans-
lational motion (3DOF) and the influence of the drag is
simulated, reducing the state vector from 13 to 6 vari-
ables. The major advantage of 3DOF is that the compu-
tational efficiency is much higher, as the variable step-size
integrator is not limited by the control frequency. Be-
cause the aerodynamic angles of αa = βa = 0◦ have been
fixed, the drag coefficient only varies with Mach number.
The same aerodynamic database of the 6DOF simulation
is used for the computation of CD for the 3DOF simula-
tion. As can be seen, the resulting decay-time distribu-
tion for this case is shifted towards the right by 4.3 hours,
overshooting the true decay time by almost 10 hours.
This case represents an overly idealized attitude-control
scenario. Small aerodynamic angles of the order of the ro-
tational uncertainty during controlled motion, the aero-
dynamic lift contribution, and uncontrolled motion after
controller saturation are not accounted for. The width
of the distribution is about 10% wider than for Case A,
which is caused by the shift in median.

Case C illustrates the effect of an uncontrolled at-
titude. The controller, together with the aerodynamic
shape of GOCE, makes the reentry unique and difficult
to predict. Compared to stable motion the drag of tum-
bling motion is nearly 3 times higher, shortening the reen-
try significantly. The results show that the inclusion of a
controller is crucial for the proper reentry simulation of
GOCE and by extension other controlled satellites. The
median is situated at 36 hours. The spread is similar to
before at 25 hours, or 70%.

Cases B and C present limit cases for the con-
trolled reentry. Underestimation of the maximum control
torques will result in impact predictions between Cases
C and A, while overestimation of the maximum torques
will result in predictions within Case A and B.

Case D illustrates the effect of not accounting for the
bias in the atmospheric density. Such a case presents it-
self when the mean density error cannot be estimated due
to insufficient knowledge of the attitude and/or space-
craft mass and geometry. In this case values from liter-
ature have to be used, as was done by in Ref. [16]. The
result shows that for GOCE the density would be overes-
timated, causing a faster reentry than in reality. Together
with Case C, the atmospheric-density bias presents the
major driver in prediction accuracy. Clearly, estimating
the bias improves the results significantly, and should be
applied whenever possible.

Case E presents what would happen if the atmo-
spheric uncertainty were halved. Ongoing research into
atmospheric models show great potential for reducing the
atmospheric uncertainty. The PDF in this case is much
narrower, reducing the width of the PDF to 25 hours (at
3σ bounds). The large difference highlights the impor-
tance of reducing the atmospheric uncertainty. More-

Table 10 Overview of simulation cases for different
modeling scenarios.

Case Source State Atmosphere
A GPS OD residuals Accelerations
F eTLE Differencing RF, literature
G cTLE Differencing RF, literature

Fig. 9 Decay-time distributions for TLE-derived
states and uncertainty parameters, compared to GPS
baseline prediction and the true reentry epoch.

over, the averaged density bias used for case D, as de-
rived in Ref. [16], is likely too close to one and should in
reality be smaller. Especially, considering the mean bias
of µ? = 0.93 obtained using the Jacchia dataset for the
200− 400 km range, as presented in [24]. Unfortunately,
data to accurately assess the uncertainty of atmosphere
models in the 120− 200 km range are extremely limited.

B. GPS-based versus TLE-Based Predictions
Different uncertainty estimation methods were de-

rived and presented in Secs. III.B and III.D. Based on
the availability of GPS solutions, a more accurate ini-
tial state and better atmospheric uncertainty parameters
can be obtained. The GPS-based reentry predictions are
compared against the more general TLE-based predic-
tions. For TLEs a distinction is made between enhanced
and classic TLEs.

Figure 9 shows the result of Cases F and G com-
pared to Case A. Cases F and G show the results for
the enhanced and classic TLEs, respectively. The en-
hanced TLEs were shown to have better accuracy and
reduced error-growth for forward propagation. The im-
proved propagation stability of enhanced TLEs is limited
to SGP4 and does not necessarily improve the predic-
tion ability. The improved accuracy at epoch, however,
causes a small, but positive difference.

Compared to Case A both decay-time distributions
are wider, which is to be expected due to increased un-
certainty in the initial state. The 3σ width is 54 and 56
hours for enhanced and classic TLEs, respectively. TLE-
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based predictions are found to be about 35% wider than
the GPS-based predictions. Moreover, a shift towards
the right can be observed for both TLE predictions, due
to the slightly lower estimated atmospheric-density bias
as a result of the smoothing process.

However, considering that the positional accuracy is
on the order of decimetres for GPS and kilometres for
TLEs, the difference in reentry prediction uncertainty is
not that large. In contrast to the atmospheric-density
bias, the positional uncertainty has only a moderate ef-
fect on the final decay-time distributions. By extension,
the differences between Case F and G are even less. En-
hanced TLEs were found to be twice as accurate, but this
only results in a 4% reduction of the final uncertainty
window.

C. Simplified Error Propagation
Commonly, simplified strategies are employed to

propagate the error in time. Benefits of such strategies
are low computational cost and a reduced (uncertainty)
modeling effort. Two common approaches are investi-
gated further and compared to statistical error propaga-
tion. In both approaches only the nominal state of the
spacecraft is propagated to obtain the median of the fi-
nal decay-time distribution. The uncertainty window is
then derived, either by placing an empirical uncertainty
on the nominal state or by performing two additional
propagations to obtain the bounds.

In the case of empirical uncertainty bounds, gen-
erally the uncertainty is assumed to be ±20% of the
remaining orbital lifetime on top of the nominal decay
time. These bounds are derived by studying historic re-
entries. Reference [6] shows that confidence intervals of
TIPs range from 93% to 98%, for orbital lifetimes rang-
ing from seven days to three hours, respectively. The
assumption that the uncertainty window width is always
±20% provides a good rule of thumb for estimating 2σ
bounds. This assumption, however, is population based,
and does not necessarily extend well to individual (fu-
ture) cases. In the case of propagating additional sam-
ples to obtain the bounds, commonly the ballistic coeffi-
cient is varied ±20% to obtain samples for the lower and
upper limit of the uncertainty.

Both approaches assume that the nominal state rep-
resents the uncertainty median. Furthermore, the first
approach assumes that the uncertainty is symmetrical
about the assumed median, while the second approach
assumes a symmetrical uncertainty in the product of the
atmospheric and aerodynamic uncertainty, yielding an
asymmetric distribution in time.

To investigate these two approaches further, their re-
sults are compared against the statistical reentry predic-
tor. The starting epoch is chosen to be 48 hours prior
to the actual decay. At this epoch both 6DOF and TIP
predictions were found to be close to each other, but
overestimating the true decay time significantly.

Figure 10 shows the reentry predictions. The true
impact is indicated using the solid black vertical line at
48 hours. For the 6DOF statistical reentry predictions,
the obtained uncertainty distribution is visualized using
a histogram (using 1 hour bins) and kernel-density esti-
mation. Moreover, the 2.5σ (98.758%) confidence in-
terval is indicated using the dashed lines. This value
represents the upper limit of the TIP confidence. The
actual TIP results are plotted as the three dash-dotted
lines, to demonstrate the empirical uncertainty bounds.
Lastly, the approach using varying values of the ballistic
coefficient is shown using the long-dashed lines. The dif-
ferent variations are indicated by their FK value, where
FK = 1±0.20 represents the ±20% case described above.
In total nine different values for FK were chosen (includ-
ing the nominal case FK = 1), to illustrate the effect of
using different values.

The median of the statistical error propagation is
comparable to the TIP prediction for this epoch. The
nominal single propagation corresponding to FK = 1 also
lies very close to the median of the statistical propaga-
tion. Such agreement only occurs when the uncertainties
of the translational and rotational state the distributions
are relatively symmetrical and unbiased. For this case
a good estimate of the median of the decay-time uncer-
tainty can be obtained using a single propagation of the
nominal state. Note that this only holds for a nominal
6DOF propagation and not a single 3DOF propagation.
It was previously demonstrated that the nominal 3DOF
propagation would overshoot the true decay time even
further.

As can be seen, the uncertainty distribution is asym-
metrical. The upper limit is further away from the me-
dian than the lower limit, which is a characteristic of
reentry distributions. Both the TIP window (TW) and
the 2.5σ window of the KDE (KW) are of comparable
width: 1440 and 1463 minutes, respectively. However,
by default the uncertainty of the TIP is symmetrical in
time. The lower bound of the TIP overestimates the un-
certainty, while the upper bound fails to capture the full
width of the uncertainty.

Looking at the four pairs of equal variation to the
ballistic coefficient, FK = 1 ± (0.10, 0.12, 0.15, 0.20), it
can be seen that resulting windows are indeed asym-
metric in time. These windows are, however, much
more asymmetric than the uncertainty distribution ob-
tained using the statistical approach. The lower bound
of FK = 0.88 shows good agreement with the statistical
window, but its corresponding upper bound of FK = 1.12
overshoots by more than an hour. The propagation
FK = 0.88, 1.00, 1.11 would likely result in the best
agreement with the statistical method in this case. The
earlier described FK = 1 ± 0.20 results in too conserva-
tive estimates. It is apparent that the bounds are very
sensitive to the choice of FK . Considering the results of
this study, the choice of FK depends highly on the satel-
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Fig. 10 Statistical error propagation compared to simplified error propagation strategies for performing reentry
predictions of GOCE 48 hours prior to reentry.

lite under consideration, the remaining orbital lifetime,
and the propagation set-up.

D. Sensitivity Analysis
1. Introduction

The full uncertainty model is 13-dimensional. To in-
vestigate which parameters drive the uncertainty, a sen-
sitivity analysis is performed. The sensitivities of the
reentry simulation with respect to the uncertainty pa-
rameters are computed for various degrees of modeling
and for several starting epochs

For the sensitivity analysis the extended Fourier am-
plitude sensitivity test (eFAST) method is used [36, 37].
eFAST is suitable for analysing the sensitivities of non-
linear systems. The method varies the input parameters
along a sinusoidal search curve of a particular frequency,
causing a variation in simulation output. eFAST decom-
poses the variance of the output to the input parameters
by Fourier analysis. The search curve has to be sampled
with enough fidelity to recover the search-curve frequen-
cies in the Fourier analysis. The minimum recommended
number of samples, NS , is 65. Moreover, the curves are
re-sampled NR times. The total number of samples is
thus N = NSNRk, where k is the number of uncertainty
parameters.

The primary outputs of the eFAST method for the
analysis are the first-order and total-order sensitivity in-
dices. Both indices assume values between 0 and 1, where
0 indicates no influence and 1 indicates complete depen-
dence. The first-order sensitivity index is the variance
of the output at the parameter’s particular frequency di-

vided by the total output variance. The total-order sen-
sitivity index is calculated as the remaining variance af-
ter the contribution of all other parameters is removed,
and includes non-linear and correlated effects.

An additional uncertainty parameter is introduced,
which is not used in the reentry simulator. This param-
eter is referred to as the dummy parameter and has no
influence on the output. Ideally, the sensitivity indices of
the dummy parameter should be zero. However, due to
the stochastic nature the indices will be non-zero. The
sensitivity to the dummy is used to test for significance
of the other sensitivities. Parameters with a sensitiv-
ity index of less than or equal to the dummy sensitivity
should be considered not significantly different from zero.

The sensitivity analysis is performed for three dif-
ferent simulation set-ups: 3DOF, controlled 6DOF, and
uncontrolled 6DOF. Moreover, for most time-dependent
models the sensitivity of the output to its parameters
is also time dependent. To investigate this dependency
further the sensitivity indices are computed for simula-
tions starting at several values of the remaining orbital
lifetime.

The number of search curves per parameter is chosen
to be 5 with 260 samples per curve. Previous trials were
conducted with NS = 65 and NS = 130, but resulted in
high sensitivity indices for the dummy parameter. As the
atmospheric uncertainty is the primary contributor to
the total uncertainty, the other parameters are relatively
small in comparison. Including the dummy parameter
and with the chosen settings for the search curves, this
results in N = 18 200 samples for 6DOF and N = 10 400
for 3DOF per analysis.
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Fig. 11 Example of two types of outliers in the sim-
ulation output results along a single search curve for
the radial velocity.

The sensitivity indices were found to be severely af-
fected by outliers in the data. A routine was therefore
implemented to check for outliers in the results. The stu-
dentized residuals of the samples of each search curve
were calculated separately. Samples with a residual of
higher than 4 were labelled as outliers. Figure 11 shows
an example of the simulation output along a single search
curve with outliers. Two types of outliers are present in
the figure: a null result (caused by a crash in the simula-
tion) and an unrealistic reentry time. These spikes cause
interference in the Fourier analysis and can throw off the
resulting indices significantly. The values of the outliers
are replaced by a linearly interpolation of neighboring
samples. The occurrence of outliers was found to be well
below 1%.

2. Model Sensitivity

Figure 12 shows the result of the eFAST analysis
for all three simulation set-ups at two different start-
ing epochs. The starting epochs chosen for this visu-
alisation are 12 hours and 2 hours of remaining orbital
lifetime. The epochs were selected close to reentry, yet
significantly far apart in time. The model was found to
be more sensitive to other uncertainty parameters close
to reentry, except the atmospheric uncertainty, resulting
in higher values for the sensitivities in general and val-
ues further outside the dummy’s range. The time depen-
dency and sensitivities at earlier epochs will be analysed
in more detail in the next section.

Figure 12 shows the first-order and total-order sen-
sitivity indices for each parameter and each set-up. The
different set-ups are distinct by the different colors, where

the first-order sensitivity index is hatched. Moreover, by
default the total-order sensitivity index is always equal
or greater than the first-order sensitivity.

It is immediately clear from Fig. 12 that for any set-
up at any starting epoch, the simulation is most sensitive
to the atmospheric density, ρ. For this reason the bars
of the remaining parameters are shown on a scale that is
four times smaller. Two factors diminish the sensitivity of
the predictions to the atmospheric density: the remain-
ing orbital lifetime (less time is spent in the atmosphere)
and the growing influence of other parameters. The at-
mospheric density sensitivity is almost completely made
up of the first-order sensitivity index, confirming that the
atmospheric density has a very direct contribution to the
reentry predictions.

The sensitivity of the dummy parameter is indicated
as d in the figure. Using the increased number of sam-
ples, false first-order sensitivities were reduced to negli-
gible values. Increasing the number of samples does not
significantly reduce the total-order sensitivity, but pri-
marily affects its precision. At the selected number of
samples the sensitivity indices of the dummy parameter
were consistently Sd < 0.0005 and STd

< 0.01. Conver-
gence of these values was further confirmed by perform-
ing t-tests on the indices. Moreover, it was found that
values of dummy sensitivities tend to decrease with the
introduction of additional parameters and shorter prop-
agation times. This can be seen in the figure, where the
STd

for the uncontrolled 6DOF set up at 2 hours is small-
est.

Amongst the translational parameters, the along-
track velocity component is consistently found to be the
primary first-order driver of the final uncertainty. The
radial-position component is the second most influential
translational parameter. Although these two parameters
are known to be highly correlated, their sensitivities dif-
fer due to the magnitude and bias of their uncertainty.
The sensitivity indices of both parameters also increase
closer to reentry and will be further investigated in the
next section.

For the rotational parameters of the controlled reen-
try, the first-order sensitivity indices are negligible and
the total-order indices are at the threshold of the dummy
parameter’s level. Therefore, these sensitivities should be
considered non-significant from zero. The insignificance
of the rotational parameter is caused by their small ini-
tial uncertainties and the rotational control. Regarding
the other parameters, the sensitivities of the controlled
6DOF and 3DOF set-ups are very similar.

For the uncontrolled 6DOF set-up the aerodynamic
angles αa and βa were found to be the most influen-
tial parameters. The lesser significance of σa can be ex-
plained by the high-degree of rotational symmetry GOCE
around the X-axis. The larger influence of βa is due to the
slightly larger projected area in the XZ-plane, compared
to the XY-plane. The minor first-order sensitivity to the
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Fig. 12 Sensitivity indices of the uncertainty parameters for various simulation set-ups at two different starting
epochs: 12 hours (a) and 2 hours (b) remaining orbital lifetime.

initial pitch and yaw rates (q and r, respectively), can be
attributed to their small initial values and aerodynamic
stability of GOCE. Conversely, the roll has a significant
first-order sensitivity and the highest total-order of the
rotational rates.

From the uncontrolled case it can also be seen that
introduction of additional significant parameters yields
an increase in the total-order sensitivity of parameters
with weak first-order sensitivities. It is difficult to as-
sign the true significance to such parameters and this
primarily demonstrates the inter-dependency of transla-
tional and rotational state.

3. Time Dependency

Previously, it was already shown that the sensitivity
indices at 12 hours and 2 hours of remaining orbital life-
time are slightly different. To investigate the time depen-
dency of these parameters in more detail the analysis is
repeated for other starting epochs, namely at 168, 96, 72,
48, 24, 12, 6, 3, and 2 hours of remaining orbital lifetime.
Figure 13 shows the time evolution of the sensitivity in-
dices. Only the parameters with non-significant sensitivi-
ties are shown. The sensitivity indices of the atmospheric
density are not shown in the figure. Its sensitivity in-
dices slowly decrease as the others increase, starting at
Sρ = 0.9563 and STρ = 0.9967 at 168 hours.

Figure 13 confirms the importance of the along-track
velocity component, followed by the radial position. The

Fig. 13 Sensitivity of all non-significant translational
parameters of the controlled 6DOF model with re-
spect to time.

radial position, however, converges to the other uncer-
tainties (the cross-track position and radial velocity) for
increased orbital lifetime, while the along-track velocity
remains clearly the dominant parameter in this model at
all epochs.

Overall, the sensitivity (both first and total order)
of the predictions grows sharply as the orbital lifetime
decreases. In practice, this effect is expected to be only
larger, as the magnitude of the uncertainty in these pa-
rameters also increases close to reentry, due to the grow-
ing influence of disturbances (such as the atmospheric
density) on the orbit determination.
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E. Prediction Comparison

Apart from the final decay message, seven TIP mes-
sages were released for GOCE at various epochs prior to
reentry. The SDO has similarly performed several pre-
dictions prior to reentry. SDO predictions started on
October 23, 2013, with the assumption that the attitude
controller would fail for a 20mN drag threshold, result-
ing in tumbling motion. These early predictions placed
the reentry at around November 6. From November 1,
2013, the threshold was raised to 50mN. Later, the case
where the attitude controllers would fail only very late
into the reentry was considered [22]. Only the predictions
resulting from this latter case are compared.

For the 6DOF predictions, it is chosen to start the
reentry predictions at common TIP moments prior to the
true reentry epoch; these are 2h, 3h, 6h, 12h, 1d, 2d,
3d, 4d, and 7d prior to the true decay epoch. The decay-
time distribution was estimated using KDE. A 2.5σ con-
fidence interval was used to estimate the bounds. This
value was chosen for comparison against TIPs and SDO
predictions. Reference [6] shows that TIPs range from
93% to 98% confidence, depending on the orbital lifetime.
Similarly, the SDO windows have 2σ confidence based on
multiple predictions over only 15 reentry campaigns [3].
Using 2σ bounds would likely be too optimistic, while 3σ
is not comparable to the confidence associated with the
other predictions.

Figure 14 compares the resulting predictions. The
horizontal axis corresponds to date of prediction, and
the vertical axis to the prediction error as a percentage
of TTD. For each prediction the confidence interval and
median is indicated. As a general trend the relative pre-
diction window (as a percentage of the TTD) remains
roughly constant. The 6DOF, TIP, and SDO intervals
are on average 46%, 65%, and 43% wide, respectively.
All are thus wider than the 40% rule of thumb.

The windows for the TIPs were on average 41% wider
than for 6DOF. A true comparison with the TIP win-
dow, of course, depends on the confidence level of the
windows, for which only empirical values are available
from literature. As the width of the TIP is significantly
more than the 40% described in those studies, it is as-
sumed that the method for determining the window has
changed. A true comparison is therefore very hard to
make. Nonetheless, the confidence level chosen for the
6DOF windows is likely higher than TIPs and SDO pre-
dictions, while providing windows of the same order or
much less. These relatively small widths, while providing
higher confidence for statistical 6DOF can be attributed
to the attitude controller and improved atmospheric un-
certainty modeling.

For all predictions the median of the 6DOF is found
to be closer to the true reentry epoch, compared to the
TIP midpoints and SDO’s medians. For the 6DOF pre-
dictions the distributions are slightly asymmetric, where

the median is on average located at 7.3% (in terms of the
total distribution width) from the midpoint towards the
lower bound. The asymmetry is found to be characteris-
tic for decay-time distributions, where long re-entries are
statistically more likely than short re-entries.

Except for the final three predictions (starting at 6,
3, and 2h, respectively), the median overshoots the true
decay epoch. A maximum of 10% (about 5 hours) is ob-
served for the prediction made at 48 hours prior. This
offset was already observed in the previous results pre-
sented. The median of all SDO predictions seems to be
earlier than the true reentry epoch. The earlier medians
can be explained by the modeling of the uncontrolled mo-
tion using the drag coefficient obtained from SCARAB,
without accounting for the lower atmospheric densities.

V. Conclusions
The decay-time distribution accuracy for the Grav-

ity field and steady-state Ocean Circulation Explorer
(GOCE) satellite is dominated primarily by systematic
errors in atmospheric density and attitude control, while
its precision is dominated by the atmospheric uncer-
tainty. To a lesser degree, the precision is also affected
by the initial translational uncertainty.

The study proposed an uncertainty model for the
atmospheric density to account for (systematic) model-
ing errors in the atmospheric and aerodynamic models.
Subsequently, two different uncertainty estimation meth-
ods were presented for Global Positioning System (GPS)
and Two-line Elements (TLE) derived states. The result-
ing approach produces accurate results for dealing with
a biased atmosphere and/or aerodynamic model. By
analysing the density-modeling error from GPS-derived
non-gravitational accelerations, a better estimate of the
density uncertainty could be obtained. For TLEs simi-
lar results could be obtained, albeit at a much coarser
temporal resolution. Considering the importance of the
atmospheric uncertainty, additional modeling (especially
of its evolution) should improve results even further.

The attitude control is found to significantly affect
the median of the reentry predictions. The predicted me-
dian for a remaining orbital lifetime of 48 hours was found
to lie anywhere between 17 and 55 hours depending on
when the controller was assumed to be saturated. There-
fore, it is important to properly account for this con-
trol. By modeling the attitude control and motion in six
degrees-of-freedom (6DOF) simulator, it is not necessary
to assume a constant drag coefficient and introduce any
discontinuities to this value. The assumptions on con-
troller saturation could be reduced to maximum torques,
which were sourced from literature. Finally, systematic
errors and uncertainties in the atmospheric density were
included throughout the simulation.

The effect of atmospheric uncertainty on the reentry
prediction uncertainty for GOCE is found to outweigh all
other contributions in the uncertainty modeling effort.
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Fig. 14 Comparison of 6DOF with TIPs and SDO reentry predictions for several prediction epochs.

Halving the atmospheric uncertainty results in a halv-
ing of the final decay-time uncertainty. Moreover, the
difference between TLE-derived and GPS-derived initial
translational uncertainty results in a 35% improvement,
despite GPS being up to four orders of magnitude more
precise. In previous studies the initial rotational uncer-
tainty was found to be another main driver for the preci-
sion, but the attitude control mostly negated this influ-
ence.

Two simplified error propagation strategies were ex-
amined. Propagating only the translational motion of
a single nominal trajectory resulted in significant over-
shooting of the decay epoch, even for such a strongly
attitude controlled satellite as GOCE. A single 6DOF
propagated nominal state, however, showed good agree-
ment with the median of the uncertainty distribution for
GOCE. This agreement is due to the relatively unbiased
and symmetrical initial uncertainty distributions. The
empirical uncertainty window, as used by the Tracking
and Impact Predictions (TIPs), does not capture the
asymmetry of the uncertainty distribution. Moreover,
the window width is not a constant factor of the remain-
ing orbital lifetime. Although these effects can be in-
cluded in an empirical approach, it needs to be stressed
that it remains based on populations of historic re-entries
and does not necessarily correspond to individual future
cases. Approaching the lower and upper limits of the un-
certainty distribution by varying the ballistic coefficient,
produced better bounds. Varying the ballistic coefficient
by ±12% produces limits with the best agreement to the
statistical distributions. The case of ±20% produced
far too conservative results. The approach showed clear
asymmetry, although slightly too much, resulting in a too

conservative upper bound. This suggests that perhaps
different percentages should be used for the lower and
upper bounds. The bounds were found to be very sensi-
tive to these values. Selecting the best value(s) is unfor-
tunately not straightforward and likely depends on the
satellite, modeling, and also the orbital lifetime. The ap-
proach is only recommended when using a high-fidelity
(6DOF) propagation model and when many samples are
infeasible.

The sensitivity analysis further demonstrates that
the atmospheric uncertainty is the primary driver of the
decay-time distribution. For the controlled reentry the
along-track velocity and radial position are of secondary
importance. The first-order and total-order sensitivity of
these parameters is on the order of 0.01-0.03 and 0.03-
0.05, respectively. The significance of these parameters
is non-neglible for performing accurate reentry predic-
tions. Moreover, the sensitivity indices increase sharply
as a function of the remaining orbital lifetime. In addi-
tion, the estimation error of these parameters also grows
close to the reentry epoch.

From the sensitivity analysis of the controlled 6DOF
set-up it can be concluded that the dimensions of the un-
certainty model can be greatly reduced, at no significant
loss of accuracy. The entire rotational uncertainty and
several position and velocity components can be ignored.
This should improve the performance of the reentry simu-
lations significantly. It is, however, not possible to extend
these conclusions for reentry simulations in general. Es-
pecially not on the importance of rotational uncertainty.

For the uncontrolled reentry set-up it was shown that
the rotational parameters were more influential than the
translational parameters. In this study, the angles of
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attack and sideslip were found to be the dominant ro-
tational parameters. The ranking of the rotational pa-
rameters and absolute values of the sensitivity indices
is highly dependent on the initial rotational uncertainty
and the aerodynamic characteristics of the satellite. The
rotational uncertainty is expected to play an even larger
role for other bodies, considering GOCE’s unique aero-
dynamic shape and the very small initial rotational un-
certainty. To improve the efficiency of the MC error prop-
agation in general a more intelligent sampling strategy
should be employed that takes into account the sensitiv-
ity of the uncertainty parameters.

For the 6DOF reentry predictions of GOCE, the me-
dian was found consistently closer to the true decay epoch
than neighboring TIPs and predictions by the Space De-
bris Office (SDO) of the European Space Agency. More-
over, the statistically obtained windows are on average
41% narrower than the TIP windows. The 6DOF and
SDO predictions are found to be of comparable rela-
tive width. A true comparison on the width is diffi-
cult as the associated confidence can only be empiri-
cally determined, for which not enough cases have been
studied. Nonetheless, statistical 6DOF predictions pro-
vide smaller or equal windows with a high confidence for
GOCE. For non-controlled slender bodies, such as rocket

bodies, the windows at the same confidence level will
likely be much wider.

The results demonstrate that by modeling the uncer-
tainties per object and performing proper error propaga-
tion, the resulting distributions are tailored specifically
to the reentry under consideration. It is recommended
to perform statistical 6DOF reentry predictions for ob-
jects for which aerodynamic models are available or can
be easily constructed.
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